
Extra for this card: 
Craftables: CR1573 (Chain 
of Stars), CR1637 (Box Card 
Small), Text stamps: CS1105 
(Kerst), Decoupage sheet: 
AK0091 (Eline’s Winter 
Dreams Backgrounds), 
Metallic paper A4: CA3174 
(light pink), CA3176 (light 
blue), Mirror paper A4: 

CA3177 (gold), Enamel dots: PL4524-silver glitter)

Extra for this card: 
Craftables: CR1561 (Fijne 
Feestdagen Cirkel by 
Marleen), CR1530 (Church 
by Marleen), CR1597 (Basic 
Circles by Marleen)

The Collection #131

Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1503 (Eline’s Winter Accessories), COL1537 (Houses by Marleen), Craftables: CR1602 (Pinetrees by Marleen), 
Creatables: LR0822 (Winter Lantern), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink: Versafine onyx black, Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7067 (Eline’s Winter Dreams), Card: grey, white, Pearl paper: CA3166 (white), Snow paper A4: 
CA3181 (glitter), Mirror paper A4: CA3172 silver)

General instructions: 
For many of the plain parts the reverse side of the printed design paper has been used. 
 

Die cut the box card 2x from design paper. 
Cut out a background of 9 x 13.4 cm and adhere inside the box 
card. 
Die cut from white pearl paper a wavy strip and a 3 x 14.5 cm 
strip, score folds on the latter at 0.5 and 14 cm. 
Die cut the motifs needed from different papers: glitter, metallic 
and plain design paper. 
Assemble the houses and adhere to the straight strip with folded 
ends. Adhere the box card with double-sided tape. 
Cut a white 2 x 5 cm banner and stamp the text. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Cut a 7 x 21 cm white top-fold card. Cut 6.5 x 20.5 cm plain 
design paper and adhere 6 x 20 cm design paper on top. Cut a 3 x 
21 cm strip from white pearl paper and tear off one long side. 
Die cut the circle with scalloped border from white card and the 
smaller one from design paper. Adhere together, set aside to dry 
and then cut in half. Position them partially overlapping behind 
the houses. 
Die cut the motifs needed from different papers: glitter and 
metallic and plain and printed design paper. 
Complete the card as per example given.

ENG



Extra for this steamboat: 
Collectables: COL1437 (Eline’s 
Mice Family), COL1536 (Sint & 
Piet Accessories by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1489 (Schoen 
zetten by Marleen), CR1640 
(Kadootjes by Marleen), Craft 
stencil: PS8110 (Stoomboot 

by Marleen), Florence card: raffia (002), air (043), water (047), 
steel (052), hazelnut (093), anthracite (095), black (096), Gel 
pen: white, Coloured pencil: pink, Mirror paper: CA3177 (gold), 
Push pins/brads: CA3149 (black), Hemp cord: naturel

Draw the outline of the steamboat onto white card and cut out. 
When making a single-fold card, draw the steamboat 2x, 1x the 
normal way and 1x in mirror image. Cut both out. 
Take the one in mirror image (back panel) and score a fold at 2.5 
cm down from the top. 
Adhere this glue strip to the back of the front panel. 
Draw the hull of the boat onto white card too, cut out and 
adhere to the steamboat with 3D-foam. 
Use the innerlines of the stencil for decorating purposes. Draw 
them onto the reverse side of (design)paper. Don’t forget to 
turn the stencil over to avoid drawing a mirrored images. Cut 
out all parts and adhere. Fix a brad through the door as a door 
knob and adhere with 3D-foam to the card. Adhere pieces of 
hemp cord along the dark blue sky for the bunting banner. Draw 
the flags onto the reverse side of red design paper, cut out and 
adhere. Die cut Sint and Piet, adhere together and position on 
the boat. Colour their cheeks with a pink pencil and place a 
white dot in their eyes and on their noses. 
Die cut the presents and chocolate letters and adhere. 
Die cut the banner, stamp the text and adhere. 
Cut/tear a 19 x 1 cm blue strip and adhere with 3D-foam along 
the bottom of the boat to make it look as if the boat is in the 
water. Complete the steamboat with rhinestones.

Extra for this P:
Collectables: COL1522 
(Bagtopper Pacifier by 
Marleen, maantje gebruikt), 
COL1537 (Houses by 
Marleen), Craftables: CR1526 
(Sinterklaas set by Marleen), 
CR1602 (Pinetrees by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0556 

(Forest Trees-set of 3), LR0739 (Pieten by Marleen), Craft 
stencil: PS8148 (Letter P), Florence card: steel (052), cool grey 
(082), Soft glitter paper: CA3143 (gold), Pearl paper: CA3166 
(wit)

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com
 
Materials used for all projects:
Craftables: CR1605 (Text Labels), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1113 (Sinterklaasliedjes en zo), Stamping ink: jet 
black (Archival), Paper set: PK9182 (Pakjesavond by Marleen), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7066 (Eline’s 
Whitewash-plain brown and wood grain used), Velvet card: white, Card: light pink, light brown kraft, Metallic paper: CA3171 (gold), 
Craft tape: LR0010 (double-sided), Gel pen: white, Coloured pencil: pink, Rhinestones: CA3155 (gold), CA3159 (red), CA3163 (ice 
blue)

Draw the outline of the letter ‘P’ onto blue card and cut out. 
When making a single-fold card, draw the letter 2x, 1x the 
normal way and 1x in mirror image. Cut both out. Take the one 
in mirror image (back panel) and score a fold at 2 cm down from 
the top. Adhere this glue strip to the back of the front panel. 
Use the innerlines of the stencil for decorating purposes. Draw 
them onto the reverse side of (design)paper. Don’t forget to turn 
the stencil to avoid drawing a mirrored image. 
Draw the top part onto the reverse side of dark blue design 
paper, and the bottom part onto the reverse side of blue design 
paper. Use pearl paper for the part in the centre, tear off a 
border and cut to size. 
Cut out the parts of the letter and adhere together on the blue 
base card. 
Die cut the house, door, windows and eaves from different 
colours. Adhere the windows and door to metallic paper and cut 
off neatly. Then position them on the house. 
Die cut the trees, moon, Sint and Pieten and adhere. 
Die cut a banner from plain design paper and stamp a text. 
Complete the card with rhinestones.



Extra for the S:
Collectables: COL1437 (Eline’s 
Mice Family), COL1536 (Sint & 
Piet Accessories by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1489 (Schoen 
zetten by Marleen), CR1612 
(Fire Place by Marleen), 
CR1640 (Kadootjes by 
Marleen), Craft stencil: PS8110 
(Stoomboot by Marleen-flags 
used), PS8147 (Letter S), 
Stamping ink: desert sand 

(Memento), Florence card: raffia (02), hazelnut (093), bear 
(094), anthracite (095), black (096), Soft glitter paper CA3143 
(gold), CA3145 (bronze), Metallic paper: CA3173 (copper), 
Hemp cord: natural, Coloured pencil: pink, Paper pad: earth 
tones (Studio Light), Gel pen: white

Draw the outline of the letter ‘S’ onto white card and cut out. 
When making a single-fold card, draw the letter 2x, 1x the 
normal way and 1x in mirror image. Cut both out. Take the one 
in mirror image (back panel) and score a fold at 2 cm down from 
the top. Adhere this glue strip to the back of the front panel. 
Use the innerlines of the stencil for decorating purposes. Draw 
them onto the reverse side of (design)paper. Don’t forget to 
turn the stencil over to avoid drawing a mirrored image. Draw 
the top part onto the reverse side of dark blue design paper, 
and the bottom part onto the reverse side of blue design paper. 
Use pearl paper for the part in the centre, tear off a border and 
cut to size. Cut out the parts of the letter and adhere together 
on the white base card. Draw the top part onto the reverse side 
of orange design paper and the bottom part onto the reverse 
side of design paper with woodgrain. Cut out and adhere. Die 
cut the parts for the fireplace from different card colours. Work 
the largest centre piece of the fireplace with brown ink. Cut 9 
x 9 cm anthracite card, adhere the fireplace and cut off neatly. 
Adhere as shown. Die cut Sint and Piet and position them near 
the fireplace. Colour their cheeks with a pink pencil and place 
a white dot in their eyes and on their noses. Die cut the boat, 
chocolate letters and coins. Adhere together and to the card. 
Die cut two banners, stamp a text and adhere. Complete the card 
with rhinestones.

Extra for this card:
Creatables: LR0779 (Anja’s 
Poinsettia), LR0836 (Zig Zag 
Strips), Craft stencil: PS8149 
(Letter K), Stamping ink: 
Inkon3 - blackout hybrid 
detail, Decoupage sheet: 
VK9605 (Gnomes - Lanterns), 
Enamel dots: PL4521 (duotone 

red), PL4523 (gold glitter)

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1572 (Sleigh by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0435 
(Petra’s Poinsettia), LR0675 
(Holly Leaves), Card: dark 
brown, Decoupage sheet: 
VK9606 (Gnomes - North 
Pole), Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, doube-sided: 
PK9179 (Summer Vibes), 

Stamping ink: VersaMark transparant, Embossing powder: Ink3 
artic white, Heat tool, Nuvo dream drops: cloud, Enamel dots: 
PL4520 (snowflakes), Shaker window: LR0046 (circles 85 mm), 
Shakables: LR0055 (snow)

Draw the craft stencil of the letter K 2x onto white velvet card, 
1x the normal way and 1x in mirror image. Score a fold in the 
latter one at 3 cm down from the top. Adhere the glue strip to 
the front panel. Draw the inner lines of the craft stencil onto 
design paper, cut out and adhere. Die cut the zigzag from design 
paper. Die cut the doily from plain green design paper and die 
cut the image. Die cut the poinsettia from plain colours, work 
the leaves with snowtex and complete the flower with an enamel 
dot. Die cut the presents, adhere together and complete with an 
enamel dot. Die cut the label and stamp the text.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm top-fold card from white velvet card. 
Mark the centre (7.5 cm) at the bottom of the front panel. Cut 
off the paper slantwise from the centre at the bottom to the top 
corners. Keep the two right-angled triangles aside. 
Cut 2x design paper of 14.4 x 14.4 cm, 1x for the inside and 1x 
for the top. Mark the centre (7.2 cm) of the one for the top at 
the bottom and cut off slantwise too. 
Cut off an extra 0.2 cm from the straight side of the two right-
angled triangles. 
Adhere the design paper. Place the two right-angled triangles 
on the card as shown and adhere. 
Make the concave side of the shaker window antistatic*, adhere 
narrow double-sided tape around the entire edge and put shaker 
snow inside. Cut out the image with a margin, adhere velvet card 
behind to make it sturdier and adhere (facedown) to the shaker 

Tineke van der Linden
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl 

Materials used for both cards:  
Craftables: CR1605 (Tekstlabels), CR1640 (Gift boxes by Marleen), Creatables: LR0837 (Jolly Christmas Doily), Die cut and 
embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1009 (Happy Holidays), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7065 (Jolly 
Christmas), Velvet card: white, Snowtex

General instructions: Use the plain colours of the design paper pad for die cutting.



Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1371 (Dala 
Horse), Craftables: CR1602 
(Pinetrees by Marleen), 
CR1642 (Alphabet Lower 
Case), Creatables: LR0767 
(Scalloped Squares), Card: 
pink, purple, black, white, 
kraft, Enamel dots: PL4526 
(light blue glitter)

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1371 (Dala 
Horse), Craftables: CR1641 
(Alphabet Upper Case), 
Creatables: LR0836 (Zig Zag 

Strips), Mask stencil: PS8011 (Ice Crystal), Text stamps: CS1105 
(Kerst), Stamping ink: white (Lawn Fawn Yeti), Stamping ink: 
Versamark transparent, Embossing powder: white, Card: kraft, 
pink, purple, blue, white, black, Enamel dots: PL4525 (night 
blue glitter), Heat tool

Extra for this card: 
Collectables: COL1476 
(Eline’s Kerst Reindeer), 
COL1477 (Eline’s Santa Xmas), 
Craftables: CR1478 (Poinsettia 
by Marleen), CR1643 
(Alphabet Upper Case), 
Creatables: LR0781 (Layout-4 
Squares), Text stamps: CS1105 
(Kerst), Card: pink, purple, 

kraft, white, black, Cotton pads

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm purple single-fold card and 11.5 x 11.5 cm 
design paper. 
Die cut the large square with scalloped border from plain dark 
lilac design paper. Adhere the layers together. 
Die cut the trees and parts of the horse from different card 
colours. Place a white dot in the eye of the horse. 
Die cut the letters from black card and adhere as per example 
given. Use 3D-foam for the horse. Apply glitter glue to the 
letters. 
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Cut a 10.4 x 21 cm single-fold kraft card.
Cut 10 x 20.6 cm checkered design paper, 9 x 19.6 cm purple card 
and 8.5 x 19.1 cm plain light blue design paper. Work the latter 
with the mask stencil.
Die cut the letters, the zigzag strips and the parts for the horse 
from different colours.
Stamp the text ‘fijne’ with transparent ink onto a black banner 
and work it with white embossing powder. Adhere the layers to 
the card, use 3D-foam for the horse.
Apply glitter glue to the horse and use the white gel pen to place 
accents on the letters and a dot in the horse’s eye.
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white single-fold card and adhere 12.5 x 
12.5 cm design paper.
Die cut the layout from plain blue design paper.
Die cut the letters and parts of the reindeer, Santa and the 
flower from different colours.
Die cut Santa’s beard and moustache from a cotton pad.
Adhere all layers, use 3D-foam for the reindeer, Santa and the 
flower.
Stamp the text. Apply glitter glue to the flower and berries.
Complete the card as per example given.

Linda Visser
@lindacrea 

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7067 (Eline’s Winter Dreams), Gel pen: white, 
Glitter glue (Stickles)

 

window. Die cut the doily from two plain green shades of design 
paper and adhere the shaker window in between. 
Die cut the poinsettia and holly from plain design paper and 
work the latter with snowtex. Die cut the berries from white 
velvet and work with nuvo drops. Complete the flower with an 
enamel dot. Die cut the label, stamp the text with transparent 
ink, sprinkle embossing powder on top and melt with a heat 
tool. Die cut the sleigh from woodgrain design paper and dark 
brown card and work with snow tex. 
Die cut the presents from different designs and complete the 
card with enamel dots.

* with a ‘powder tool’, or apply a little fabric softener and wipe 
off with a dry cloth.



Marjolein Wormsbecher
www.marjoleincreates.com

Materials used for both cards: 
Creatables: LR0835 (Prettige Feestdagen), Stamps+dies set: TC0904 (Tiny’s Birds), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink: 
VersaFine clair-fallen leaves, Distress ink: black soot, pumice stone, walnut stain, frayed burlap, fossilized amber, stormy sky, faded 
jeans, Stamp master: LR0029, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9184 (Winter Hygge), Card: black, Watercolour 
paper, 3D-foam, Enamel dots: PL4525 (night blue), Brush

Extra for this card: 
Stamp: TC0920 (Tiny’s Border-
Bird Feeding), Soft glitter 
paper A4: CA3143 (gold)

Extra for this card: 
Metallic paper A4: gold 

Cut a white 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card, 14 x 14 cm plain 
dark blue design paper and 13.5 x 13.5 cm checkered design 
paper. Adhere together. Fold a 7.5 x 16 cm strip of vellum across 
the card, adhere the ends to the reverse side and adhere to the 
card. Stamp the border onto 13 x 5.5 cm watercolour paper and 
colour in with distress ink and a brush. 
First adhere this card to a 13.5 x 6 cm dark blue card, then to 
a 14 x 6.5 cm yellow one and finally with 3D-foam to the base 
card. Stamp the birds onto watercolour paper, die cut and adhere 
with 3D-foam. Die cut the narrow text from gold-coloured soft 
glitter paper and the shadow text from plain dark blue design 
paper. Adhere to the vellum. 
Decorate the card with enamel dots.

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm white single-fold card, a 14 x 14 cm 
yellow card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm dark blue design paper. Adhere 
together. 
Die cut the narrow text from gold-coloured metallic paper and 
the shadow text from plain dark blue design paper. 
Adhere together and with 3D-foam to 9 x 5.5 cm yellow design 
paper, then to 9.5 x 6 cm dark blue design paper, 10.5 x 7 cm 
gold-coloured metallic paper and finally with 3D-foam to the 
base card. 
Stamp the birds, colour in with distress ink, die cut and adhere 
with 3D-foam. 
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Rianne Smal
instagram.com/smalrianne
 
Materials used for all cards: 
Craftables: CR1641 (Alphabet Upper Case), Creatables: LR0838 (Fireworks), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamp: TC0919 (Tiny’s 
Art - Firework), Stamping ink: Versamark transparent, Embossing powder: white, Distress ink: salty ocean, Velvet card: white, Heat 
tool

Extra for this card: 
Distress ink: festive berries, 
mustard seed, ripe persimmon, 
twisted citron, Card: 
holographic and black 

Cut a 12 x 12 cm velvet single-fold card and adhere a 11.5 x 11.5 
cm black card.
Cut a 10.5 x 10.5 cm velvet card, stamp the fireworks with 
transparent ink, sprinkle white embossing powder on top and 
work with the heat tool. Then apply different colours of distress 
ink and the fireworks appear. Make black splashes and set aside 
to dry.
Die cut the letters from black card and adhere to the card with 
3D-foam.
Die cut the parts of the rockets from holographic card and white 
velvet card and adhere.
Complete the card.



Extra for this card: 
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1538 (Slimline 
Banners), CR1642 (Alphabet 
Lower Case), CR1643 
(Alphabet Numbers), Distress 
ink: mermaid lagoon, tumbled 
glass, Mirror paper A4: CA3177 
(gold)

Cut off 10 cm on the short side of an A4-size white card and fold 
the large part in half.
Die cut the largest Slimline die from velvet card and adhere. 
Die cut the smaller Slimline die from velvet card and stamp the 
fireworks several times with transparent ink. First work the card 
with white embossing powder and a heat tool and then with 
different colours of distress ink to make the firework appear.
Die cut the numbers and letters from mirror card and adhere 
with 3D-tape. 
Die cut the parts of the rockets from mirror card and white velvet 
card and adhere.


